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We compute the propagation and scattering of linear gravitational waves off a Schwarzschild black hole
using a numerical code which solves a generalization of the Zerilli equation to a three-dimensional Cartesian
coordinate system. Since the solution to this problem is well understood it represents a very good testbed for
evaluating our ability to perform three-dimensional computations of gravitational waves in spacetimes in
which a black hole event horizon is present. @S0556-2821~98!01802-5#
PACS number~s!: 04.70.Bw, 04.25.Dm, 04.25.Nx, 04.30.NkI. INTRODUCTION
Binary black hole systems are among the most promising
sources for gravitational wave detectors currently under con-
struction such as the Laser Interferometric Gravitational
Wave Observatory ~LIGO!, VIRGO and GEO. Theoretical
templates of the waveform emitted during the inspiral and
coalescence of such binaries are needed both for increasing
the probability of a detection and for extracting astrophysical
information from the signal @1#. The prediction of such
waveforms has therefore become an important task of nu-
merical relativity and is the goal of the Binary Black Hole
Grand Challenge Alliance @2#.
In general, the solution of Einstein’s field equations, a
large set of coupled nonlinear partial differential equations,
is a task of considerable difficulty. Additional complexity is
introduced by the presence of singularities and the black hole
horizon boundaries necessitated by these singularities. Most
significantly perhaps, the computational resource limitations,
even on large parallel systems, put severe constraints on the
accuracy achievable with three-dimensional ~3D! simulations
@3#. As a result, the problem is far from being solved in
general and, at best, there are tailored solutions to specific
difficulties.
Current successful 3D numerical relativity computations
involve either Schwarzschild black holes ~i.e. in the absence
of gravitational radiation! or gravitational waves on space-
times where no black holes are present. In our calculation we
combine both components and study the propagation of 3D
linearized waves in the fixed background of a Schwarzschild
black hole. The solution to this problem is well understood;
it has been extensively investigated in the past via perturba-
tion theory @4–10# and numerous 1D calculations have also
been made @11–19#. In particular, the gravitational waves
can be treated as three dimensional perturbations of the back-
ground metric and be expanded in terms of tensor spherical
harmonics. This reduces the problem to solving a 1D radial
equation for each component of the tensor spherical harmon-
ics. For odd parity perturbations this radial equation is570556-2821/97/57~2!/1084~8!/$15.00known as the Regge-Wheeler equation, while for even parity
perturbations it is the Zerilli equation. An alternative non-
perturbative approach has employed the matching of a
Cauchy solution of Einstein’s equations onto characteristic
hypersurfaces @20#.
Here, to test our ability to track gravitational radiation
numerically in a 3D black hole spacetime, we ~artificially!
reintroduce the angular dependence into the Zerilli equation
and evolve the resulting equation in three dimensions. Many
of the difficulties which have beset a fully self-consistent,
nonlinear calculation are absent in this test problem. In par-
ticular, the equations are linear and the location of the black
hole is known independently of our numerical solution. At
the same time, our test problem shares many features of the
full nonlinear problem. For example, we excise the black
hole from the computational grid and impose boundary con-
ditions on the apparent horizon. In addition, we use the same
computational infrastructure usually implemented in present
3D numerical relativity codes, which allows both for parallel
applications and, in principle, adaptive mesh refinement. Fi-
nally, since we can solve the 1D Zerilli equation with almost
arbitrary resolution, we can always compare our 3D results
with an essentially ‘‘analytic’’ solution.
The point of this paper is to present this testbed problem
@21# and demonstrate its potential usefulness as a calibrater
of numerical accuracy for wave propagation in 3D black hole
spacetimes. The numerical exercises we perform are illustra-
tive only and our implementation is somewhat crude; also,
we do not fully exploit the capabilities of the largest parallel
machines. Our examples are sufficient, however, to convey
the basic idea so that future code builders can already begin
utilizing this tool in their 3D diagnostic work.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we review
the key equations. Section III is devoted to a discussion of
the different boundary conditions used in the computation,
while in Sec. IV we give a brief description of the 3D code
and of our choices for the numerical implementation. Illus-
trative numerical tests and results are presented in Sec. V,
where we also discuss the relevance of appropriate inner and1084 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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clusions and suggestions for future extensions.
II. THE ZERILLI EQUATION
Regge and Wheeler @4#, examining the stability of the
Schwarzschild geometry against small nonspherical pertur-
bations, introduced a decomposition of the perturbations in
terms of tensor spherical harmonics. Splitting the tensor har-
monics into ‘‘even’’ and ‘‘odd’’ parity classes, they found
that it was possible to write the equations of the odd-parity
harmonics in terms of a single second order differential
equation describing wave motion in an effective potential
~i.e. the Regge-Wheeler equation!. Zerilli @5# reconsidered
the problem and found the corresponding equation for even-
parity tensor harmonics ~i.e. the Zerilli equation!. Finally,
Moncrief @10# derived versions of both even and odd-parity
equations using an elegant gauge-invariant formulation of
the perturbations. Here we concentrate on the even-parity
perturbations and describe them in terms of the Zerilli equa-
tion,
]2Q l
]t2
2
]2Q l
]r
*
2 1V l ~R !Q l 50, ~1!
where t and R are the time and radial Schwarzschild coordi-
nates respectively and r
*
is the so-called ‘‘tortoise’’ coordi-
nate, defined as
r
*
5R12M lnS R2M 21 D . ~2!
The Zerilli function Q l is, in typical applications, con-
structed from metric perturbations and their derivatives. The
Zerilli potential V l (R) is given by
V l ~R !5N2H 1L2F72M 2R5 2 12MR3 ~ l 21 !~ l 12 !S 12 3MR D G
1
l ~ l 21 !~ l 11 !~ l 12 !
LR2 J , ~3!
where we have used the abbreviations
L5~ l 21 !~ l 12 !16
M
R ~4!
and
N25S 12 2MR D . ~5!
In order to generalize the Zerilli equation to three dimen-
sions, we first replace this tortoise coordinate by the
Schwarzschild radial coordinate R:
]2Q l
]t2
2N4
]2Q l
]R2
2
2MN2
R
]Q l
]R 1V l Q l 50. ~6!In order to generalize equation ~6! to a 3D Schwarzschild
polar coordinate system (t ,R ,u ,f), we define a new Zerilli
function Q5Q(t ,R ,u ,f) to be the product of two separable
functions
Q[Q l ~ t ,R !A~u ,f!, ~7!
where Q l (t ,R) is a solution of equation ~6! and A(u ,f)
contains the ~‘‘artificial’’! angular dependence expressed in
terms of scalar spherical harmonics. We demand that the
angular part in the Zerilli function is an eigenfunction of the
perpendicular differential operator ¹'
2
, i.e.
¹'
2A[F 1R2sinu ]]uS sinu ]]u D1 1R2sin2u ]]2fGA
52
l ~ l 11 !
R2 A. ~8!
With the transformation
x5R sinu cosf , y5R sinu sinf , z5R cosu ~9!
and
]
]R 5
xi
R
]
]xi
, ~10!
we then write equation ~6! in terms of 3D Cartesian coordi-
nates
h
S
Q[F ]2]t2 2N4S ]
2
]x2
1
]2
]y2 1
]2
]z2D GQ
52
2N2
R2 S 12 3MR D xi ]Q]xi 2V l ,SQ , ~11!
where
V l ,S5V l 2
l ~ l 11 !
R2
N4. ~12!
In order to take advantage of evolution schemes designed
for first-order hyperbolic systems, we rewrite our system us-
ing the following derived quantities:
Q0[
]Q
]t
, ~13!
Qi[
]Q
]xi
i51,2,3. ~14!
Equation ~11! is then equivalent to the first order system
]Q0
]t
1c1(
i51
3
]Qi
]xi
5c2x
iQi1c3Q ,
]Qi
]t
2
]Q0
]xi
50, i51,2,3,
]Q
]t
5Q0 , ~15!
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c152S 12 2MR D
2
, c252
2
R2S 12 2MR D S 12 3MR D ,
c352V l 1
l ~ l 11 !
R2 c1 . ~16!
III. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
We require three different kinds of boundary conditions.
The first ones result from restricting the computational do-
main to one octant, the second ones are the ‘‘outer’’ bound-
ary conditions specified at large distance and the third ones
are the ‘‘inner’’ boundary conditions on the apparent hori-
zon. We will describe several different choices for the inner
and outer boundary conditions and compare results in Sec.
V.
A. Octant symmetry boundary conditions
Octant symmetry permits us to restrict our analysis to a
cubical grid in which all coordinate values are positive ~this
is what we refer to as an ‘‘octant’’!. As a result, boundary
conditions have to be imposed on the octant-symmetry
planes and the specific conditions on the functions
Q0 ,Qx ,Qy and Qz can be derived from the symmetry of
each function on each plane. For even l , Q is symmetric
across each plane and hence Q0 and derivatives tangential to
the plane are symmetric as well, while the derivative perpen-
dicular to the plane is antisymmetric.
B. Outer boundary conditions
At the outer boundaries we impose outgoing wave Som-
merfeld conditions. In this approximation, we assume that
the functions are of the form F5 f (t2R ,u ,f)/R , or equiva-
lently,
]F
]t
1
1
R
]
]R ~RF!50. ~17!
Transforming equation ~17! into a 3D Cartesian coordinate
system yields
]F
]t
1
1
Rx
i ]F
]xi
1
F
R 50 ~18!
and requires, for each grid point on the external faces of the
cubical grid, evaluating derivatives perpendicular as well as
tangential to the surface. However, if f ; f (t2R), then on
most parts of the outer surface the tangential derivatives are
fairly small. It is therefore adequate to neglect these and
replace ~18! with the simpler expression @25#
]F
]t
1
xi
R
]F
]xi
1
F
R 50, i51,2 or 3 ~no summation!
~19!
~see Appendix B for details on the finite difference form!.
One concern which might be related with this prescription
for the outer boundary conditions is that, strictly speaking, itis going to be satisfied only by those grid points on the outer
faces which happen to be aligned with the radial direction of
propagation of the wavelike quantities. All of the other grid
points ~e.g. those on the edges and corners of the cubical
grid! will not satisfy expressions ~19! identically and a cer-
tain amount of reflection will occur. While there are several
different ways of handling these additional complications
@e.g. use of a spherical outer boundary embedded within the
cubical grid, or an explicit computation of the radial deriva-
tive in expression ~17! through interpolations @26##, experi-
ence has shown that, provided that the outer boundary is
placed at a sufficiently large distance, the amount of reflec-
tion produced is usually very small and conditions ~19! are
sufficient to provide a stable outer boundary.
C. Inner boundary conditions
At the inner boundary we use a horizon excising method
which has been discussed by a number of different authors
@27–33# in conjunction with the implementation of apparent
horizon boundary conditions. In general ~e.g. as in the case
of moving black holes!, such a region is not known a priori
and its location has to be computed at each time step with
‘‘apparent horizon finder’’ routines @34–36#. This is not the
case for the present static Schwarzschild background and we
need to excise the region inside the event horizon only once
during our time integration. Given a masked out region of
spacetime, the simplest inner boundary conditions involve
using suitable finite difference stencils and higher order ex-
trapolation methods that fill, on each spacelike hypersurface,
the gridpoints just inside the masked region and adjacent to
the event horizon. These values can then be used in a cen-
tered evolution scheme to update the gridpoints just outside
the horizon. We have implemented such boundary conditions
using a fourth order extrapolation scheme. These boundary
conditions do not violate causality since no information is
extracted from within the event horizon and, when stable,
provide boundary values that are mathematically correct.
This prescription is simple to implement, does not require
special assumptions on the behavior of the variables in the
proximity of the horizon ~as would, instead, a Sommerfeld
condition! and has been proven to be stable for wave propa-
gation in 211 dimensions on a flat spacetime @31#.
Alternatively, we can explicitly evaluate equation ~11! on
the horizon. Choosing Qi50 (i51,2,3) initially, we find the
following ‘‘freezing’’ conditions on the horizon:
H ] tQ050,
] tQi50, i51,2,3 .
at R 5 2M ~20!
These conditions do not involve extrapolation, are very easy
to implement into the adopted Macormack evolution scheme
~see Appendix A! and as we will show in Sec. V, produce
more reliable results than the more general boundary condi-
tion based on extrapolations. A different choice of time co-
ordinate may not necessitate such care on the horizon.
IV. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
We use different codes to solve the 1D and the 3D Zerilli
equations. Since the 1D code can be run with an essentially
57 1087WAVEFORM PROPAGATION IN BLACK HOLE . . .FIG. 1. Convergence test of the 3D code. All
of the curves show the leading ~second! order
truncation error for the amplitude of a spherical
wave Q and of its time derivative Q0. The curves
refer to the solution at time t53.125 and are the
result of an interpolation on a fixed set of (16)3
grid points of solutions computed using (32)3,
(64)3 and (128)3 gridpoints respectively. In order
to maintain a consistent treatment of the interpo-
lation error introduced, the solutions obtained
with (16)3 gridpoints have not been used for this
test.arbitrary number of gridpoints and hence essentially arbitrary
accuracy, we use this solution as an ‘‘analytic’’ solution for
comparisons. Moreover, since the 1D code is considerably
simpler, we used this code to experiment with several com-
putational techniques before implementing them in the 3D
code.
The 3D code implements a time evolution scheme for
equations ~15! in an environment very similar to other codes
of the Alliance, in particular the so-called ‘‘Empire’’ code.
The latter evolves Einstein’s equations in a hyperbolic for-
mulation @22,23#, so that the mathematical structure of these
equations is identical to that of ~15!. Our code has been
implemented using the DAGH environment @24#, which has
been developed for the Alliance. DAGH is a Distributed
Adaptive Grid Hierarchy software package which allows for
parallel applications and, in principle, Adaptive Mesh Re-
finement ~AMR!. Our code runs in parallel, but we have not
implemented AMR here. The code uses a 3D Cartesian cell-
centered uniform grid of typically (32)3, (64)3, (128)3, or
(256)3 gridpoints. For most applications we restrict the
computation to a single octant and a typical run with (128)3
gridpoints distributed over 16 processors of the Origin2000
at NCSA would evolve up to t5100 M in about 6 hours of
CPU time.
Both the 1D and the 3D codes use a Macormack evolution
scheme. In this algorithm a ‘‘predictor-step’’ evolves the
variables, to linear order, from time level t to the subsequent
time level t1Dt and a ‘‘corrector-step’’ uses both the old
and the predicted values to improve the integration and make
it second order accurate ~see Appendix A for the explicit
finite difference form of the equations!. All of the spatial
derivatives during the predictor and the corrector steps are
one-sided and therefore only first order accurate in space.
However, combining the predictor and corrector steps on a
uniform grid cancels the first order error terms, so that thescheme becomes second order accurate both in space and
time.
We verify the second order accuracy of our code in Fig. 1.
For this particular test we evolved a spherical wave on a flat
background @i.e. equation ~15! with c151 and c25c350#,
for which the solution is known analytically. In a second
order accurate code the deviation from the analytic solution
decreases by a factor of four when the grid resolution is
doubled. As a test, we plot in Fig. 1 the error for three dif-
ferent grid resolutions and multiply the errors with succes-
sive factors of four. The curves refer to the solution at time
t53.125 which is reached after 20 time steps on the coarsest
grid and 160 time steps on the finest. Small deviations be-
tween the curves are caused by higher order error terms. For
increasing resolution, these deviations decrease and the
curves converge to a limiting graph. This proves that our
code is indeed second order accurate.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we present numerical results of our 3D
evolutions of the Zerilli equation and in particular we com-
pute the scattering of gravitational radiation off a Schwarzs-
child black hole @7,8#. Consider a gravitational wave packet
coming from large radius and moving towards the effective
potential produced by the black hole. As a result of the scat-
tering process, part of the wave packet will be transmitted
across the potential and eventually cross the event horizon
and part of it will be reflected by the potential and propagate
out again to spatial infinity. As in quantum mechanics, the
transmission and reflection coefficients will depend on the
wavelength of the incoming radiation ~i.e. very high fre-
quency modes will be almost completely transmitted while
very low frequency modes will be almost completely re-
flected! as well as on properties of the scattering potential
1088 57L. REZZOLLA et al.~i.e. on the mass of the black hole!. The knowledge of the
rate at which the gravitational radiation is reflected off the
black hole as a function of the wavelength of the incoming
radiation would provide a distant observer with information
about the mass of the black hole.
As initial data for the Zerilli function we choose a Gauss-
ian of width s centered at radius R0
Q~0,R ,u ,f!5expF2 r*~R !2r*~R0!2s2 GP l m ~21!
where P l m is an associated Legendre function. For all cal-
culations in this section we chose R0510M and s51M .
Defining this Gaussian in terms of the tortoise coordinate
guarantees that Q vanishes on the horizon. We also assume
time symmetry, i.e.
]Q~0,R ,u ,f!
]t
[Q0~0,R ,u ,f!50 ~22!
and impose outer boundary conditions at x5y5z520 M .
As the wave packet evolves in time, it splits, with one part
of it going towards null infinity and the other reaching the
horizon, where it induces the quasinormal ringing of the
black hole. The scope of this computation is to calculate the
waveform of the scattered gravitational radiation as observed
at some distance from the black hole and to compare it with
the ‘‘analytic’’ waveform, i.e. the solution of the 1D Zerilli
equation ~1!.
In Fig. 2 we show Q l with l 52 as a function of time at
radius R515 M . For this calculation we used one-sided dif-
ferencing at the inner boundary. More precisely, we use a
quartic extrapolation to fill a fictitious gridpoint just inside
the horizon, so that the gridpoint just inside the horizon has
FIG. 2. The Zerilli function Q2 as a function of t at radius R
515M . The solid curve is the ‘‘analytic solution’’ and the others
are 3D solutions computed with (32)3, (64)3 and (128)3 gridpoints.
We use one-sided differencing at the inner boundary. all the neighbors required for a centered updating scheme.
We can then apply our normal ‘‘interior’’ evolution scheme
to update this gridpoint.
Here and in the following three figures, the solid curve is
the ‘‘analytic’’ solution, which we found by integrating the
1D Zerilli equation ~in tortoise coordinates! with a large
number of gridpoints. The other curves are the results of 3D
computations with (32)3, (64)3 and (128)3 gridpoints.
The first peak and the first minimum in this curve are
produced by the part of the wave packet which moves out-
wards and leaves the computational grid @37#. The second
peak and all the following ones are the quasinormal ringing
of the black hole excited by the infalling part of the wave
packet.
Note that for times larger than t'35M our 3D solutions
do not converge to the analytic result. Higher resolution im-
proves the solution for early times and delays the time at
which the computed curve starts to deviate from the analytic
one. This behavior is caused by the properties of the
Schwarzschild coordinates. Since the ‘‘lapse’’ function van-
ishes on the horizon, infalling waves slow down as they ap-
proach the horizon and will, in terms of the Schwarzschild
time t , never reach the horizon. Stated differently, the char-
acteristic speeds vanish on the horizon, so that the infalling
waves pile up in front of the horizon. This causes the forma-
tion of increasingly small features close to the horizon.
These will ultimately be smaller than any ~uniform! grid
resolution. For any constant grid resolution there is therefore
a time after which features close to the horizon can no longer
be resolved. In this region of the spacetime and in its domain
of dependence, the numerical solution will therefore be
spoiled. This is an unavoidable feature of the underlying
Schwarzschild coordinates together with a uniform grid.
Obviously, using a high order extrapolation close to the
horizon will produce spurious results and will further de-
crease the quality of the solution. In Fig. 3 we show the
results of the same calculation, except that we imposed the
FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, except that we impose the ‘‘freezing’’
boundary conditions at the inner horizon.
57 1089WAVEFORM PROPAGATION IN BLACK HOLE . . .‘‘freezing’’ boundary conditions ~20!, which do not involve
extrapolation. As expected, our results improve and converge
to the analytic solution up to a later time of about t'45M .
After this time, the solution can only be improved by
dramatically increasing the resolution close to the horizon. In
these coordinates, the only feasible way to increase the reso-
lution sufficiently, given the memory limitations of today’s
computers, is to use Adaptive Mesh Refinement techniques.
We leave to future investigation the application of AMR to
this problem.
In Fig. 4 we show results, again using the ‘‘freezing’’
boundary conditions, for l 54. Since these waves have
smaller structures and features to begin with, the numerical
solution becomes unreliable at an even earlier time. Note,
however, that these deviations are mostly due to a phase
error, while the amplitudes of the waves are reproduced quite
accurately.
In addition to a pointwise comparison between analytic
and numerical amplitudes, we can compute the energy loss
through a large sphere inclosing the black hole @11,15#. For
l 52 this is given by
dE
dt 5
1
384pS ]Q2]t D
2
. ~23!
In Fig. 5 we show the total energy radiated through a
sphere of radius R515M . Here, our numerical results con-
verge to the analytic one even for late times. This is because
very little energy is contained in the late-time oscillations
which have significant phase errors and, later, amplitude er-
rors.
This becomes apparent in the inset of Fig. 5, which shows
the absolute relative error between the expected radiated en-
ergy and the computed one as a function of time and grid
resolution. Apart from the initial larger values related to the
outgoing part of the initial wave packet, the relative errors
tend to reach constant values of 40%, 10% and approxi-
mately 2% for (32)3, (64)3 and (128)3 points respectively.
FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 for l 54.From these estimates and from the fact that we are measuring
perturbations which have a typical wavelength l;17M , we
can infer that a ratio (h/l);1022 on a uniform grid should
be sufficient to provide a physical description of gravita-
tional wave propagation on a curved background with an
error smaller than a few percent. It should be noted that
relative errors larger than the ones discussed above for the
radiated energy can be measured when comparing the com-
puted and ‘‘analytic’’ waveforms at a given time and loca-
tion. However, these errors appear only at later times, when
the amplitude of the perturbation is drastically reduced and
its contribution to the total radiated energy is negligible.
Besides allowing us a somewhat more accurate simula-
tion, for any given resolution, the freezing boundary condi-
tions ~20! have also solved the instability problems encoun-
tered with the use of one-sided differencing at the inner
boundary. With ‘‘freezing’’ boundary conditions we were
able to evolve the code up to a physical time t'23105M
which corresponds to '105 crossing times. At that stage the
L2 norms of the relevant variables were showing a negative
slope, clear indication of stability of the code.
A final comment should be made about some modifica-
tions to the present approach which could improve the qual-
ity of the numerical simulations. As discussed in Secs. II and
V, one of the major difficulties encountered in this study are
related to the choice of a static slicing of the Schwarzschild
background. A first improvement can come from adopting a
coordinate gauge that better describes wave propagation in
the vicinity of the horizon and that avoids the ‘‘freezing’’ of
the constant coordinate-time slices ~see, e.g., @38#!. With a
harmonic background, the wave perturbations will propagate
through the horizon in finite coordinate time rather than pil-
ing up there. Although the wave equation becomes more
complicated, it should be numerically straightforward to re-
peat our test problem in this context. A second independent
FIG. 5. Logarithm of the energy radiated through a spherical
surface at R515 M for l 52 as a function of time. The inset
shows the absolute relative error between the expected radiated en-
ergy and the computed one.
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memory resources. We have shown that the use of high reso-
lution grids improves the agreement between the computed
and the analytic solution. AMR techniques are well known to
be particularly suitable to study those configurations in
which a very high resolution is necessary only in some re-
gions of the computational domain. It is likely that their
implementation in the proximity of the horizon would pro-
vide the resolution necessary to adequately resolve many of
the details of the wave propagation.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented 3D computations of gravitational ra-
diation scattering off a Schwarzschild black hole. This test
problem represents a useful tool to investigate numerical is-
sues such as finite differencing across the horizon, inner and
outer boundary conditions, evolution schemes, code parallel-
ization, optimal use of numerical resources and could be
used as a standard benchmark on 3D numerical relativity
codes. The numerical results obtained from this code are in
good agreement with the ‘‘analytical’’ ones and converge to
the latter as the resolution is increased. Late time deviations
from the analytic solution are due to specifics of our choice
of coordinates.
The present study has also allowed us to test the minimum
computational requirements of 3D numerical relativity com-
putations against the present resources available on modern
parallel computers. We have found that simple physical con-
figurations such as a perturbed Schwarzschild black hole can
be handled quite satisfactorily with most of the physical con-
tent of the solution being reproduced. However, we also be-
lieve that much greater resources than the ones available to-
day may be necessary in order to study more complex
perturbative problems and, of course, the fully relativistic
evolution of binary black holes.
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APPENDIX A: FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
We give here explicit expressions for the finite difference
forms implemented in the second order accurate Macormack
evolution scheme. We use a standard notation where lower
indices refer to the spatial location of the gridpoint and the
upper index refers to the time level. As mentioned in Sec. II,
we solve for a set of 5 first order partial differential equations
@i.e. ~15!# that have the symbolic form
]A
]t
2S ]B]x 1]C]y 1]D]z D5RHS~A ,B ,C !, ~A1!
]B
]t
2
]A
]x
50,
]C
]t
2
]A
]y 50,
]D
]t
2
]A
]z
50. ~A2!
All variables are first evolved from the time level t5tn to the
time level t5t˜n115tn1Dt by means of the predictor step,in which the spatial derivatives are computed using a first
order accurate backward differencing:
A˜i , j ,k
n115Ai , j ,k
n 1DtH 1Dx ~Bi , j ,kn 2Bi21,j ,kn !
1
1
Dy ~Ci , j ,k
n 2Ci , j21,k
n !1
1
Dz
~Di , j ,k
n 2Di , j ,k21
n !
1RHS~Ai , j ,k
n
,Bi , j ,k
n
,Ci , j ,k
n !J , ~A3!
B˜i , j ,k
n115Bi , j ,k
n 1
Dt
Dx
~Ai , j ,k
n 2Ai21,j ,k
n !, ~A4!
C˜i , j ,k
n115Ci , j ,k
n 1
Dt
Dy ~Ai , j ,k
n 2Ai , j21,k
n !, ~A5!
D˜ i , j ,k
n115Di , j ,k
n 1
Dt
Dz
~Ai , j ,k
n 2Ai , j ,k21
n !. ~A6!
New, second order accurate values of the variables at the
time level t5tn11 are then computed with the corrector step,
in which first order forward differencing is used for the spa-
tial derivatives:
Ai , j ,k
n115
1
2H Ai , j ,kn 1A˜i , j ,kn111DtF 1Dx ~B˜i11,j ,kn11 2B˜i , j ,kn11!
1
1
Dy ~C
˜
i , j11,k
n11 2C˜i , j ,k
n11!1
1
Dz
~D˜ i , j ,k11
n11 2D˜ i , j ,k
n11!
1RHS~A˜i , j ,k
n
,B˜i , j ,k
n
,C˜i , j ,k
n !G J , ~A7!
Bi , j ,k
n115
1
2FBi , j ,kn 1B˜i , j ,kn111 DtDx ~A˜i11,j ,kn11 2A˜i , j ,kn11!G , ~A8!
Ci , j ,k
n115
1
2FCi , j ,kn 1C˜i , j ,kn111 DtDy ~A˜i , j11,kn11 2A˜i , j ,kn11!G , ~A9!
Di , j ,k
n115
1
2FDi , j ,kn 1D˜ i , j ,kn111 DtDz ~A˜i , j ,k11n11 2A˜i , j ,kn11!G .
~A10!
The first order error term introduced in the predictor step is
exactly cancelled in the corrector step, so that the algorithm
becomes second order accurate. The fifth equation of ~15!
involves a simple time integration; its finite difference form
can be deduced from ~A3! and ~A7! when all of the spatial
derivatives are taken to be zero.
APPENDIX B: OUTER BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
We present here second order accurate finite difference
expressions for the outgoing-wave Sommerfeld conditions of
the form ~19!. In general, these conditions need to be applied
at the six external faces of the cubical grid, but here we will
concentrate only on the expressions for the (xMax,y ,z) plane,
from which equivalent expressions for the other outer planes
can be derived.
57 1091WAVEFORM PROPAGATION IN BLACK HOLE . . .After some manipulations involving a correct centering in
time and space of the relevant variables, the outer boundary
conditions ~19! for the gridpoints (iM , j ,k) on the (xMax,y ,z)
plane assume the form
F iM , j ,k
n11 5S 111F1Dt/^R& D FF iM21,j ,kn S 11F2 Dt^R& D
1F iM , j ,k
n S 12F2 Dt^R& D2F iM21,j ,kn11 S 12F1 Dt^R& D G ,
~B1!
whereF5
^R&
^x&
Dt
h ~B2!
and
^R&5
RiM , j ,k2RiM21,j ,k
2 , ^x&5
xiM , j ,k2xiM21,j ,k
2 .
~B3!
In the case in which ‘‘octant’’ symmetries are not used, the
equivalent expressions for the gridpoints (im , j ,k) on the
(xmin ,y ,z) plane will be obtained by changing
(iM , j ,k)!(im , j ,k), (iM21,j ,k)!(im11,j ,k) and F!
2F . (iM and im are here the first and last grid points in the x
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